2016-2017 AP World History - Overview
What exactly is AP World History? Let’s start with how the course is created.
Like all AP courses, APWH is created by the College Board, a not-for-profit organization that also
creates the SAT. “AP” stands for “Advanced Placement,” which basically means that the course is
equivalent to a college “survey” course. (e.g. History 101: Intro to World History) Each AP course and
exam is designed by a Test Development Committee of experienced high school teachers and college
professors. (I served on this committee from 2008-2010.) Approximately 265,000 students took the
exam in May, 2015.

Philosophy of AP World History
If you were going to design a world history course, how would you decide what is “world history?”
This is one of the most important questions, and it might surprise you how much people disagree about
the definition of “history, especially “world history.” There actually is no true “consensus” of what is
the best definition, but here’s how the College Board defines the course’s purpose:
“The purpose of the AP World History course is to develop greater understanding of
the evolution of global processes and contacts, in interaction with different types of
human societies. This understanding is achieved through a combination of selective
factual knowledge and appropriate analytical skills.”
Note that APWH stresses both “selective factual knowledge” and “appropriate analytical skills.” Why
not just one or the other? Factual knowledge alone would create a course that is little more than rote
memorization of facts, without necessarily any real understanding or interpretation of those facts. Given
that AP courses should be the same difficulty as a college-level course, AP students are required to
demonstrate college-level thinking skills. Only when you combine the “selective factual knowledge”
and the “appropriate analytical skills” do you have the necessary ingredients for an AP course. So,
history is part fact and part interpretation. Memorizing individual facts, names, dates, etc. is relatively
easy. Learning to interpret facts, especially how multiple facts all interact together, is much more
difficult. The Test Development Committee calls these interpretation skills “Historical Thinking Skills.”

Historical Thinking Skills, or “Why should I study world history?”
Historical Thinking Skills
Name of Skill
(Prerequisite)
Content Knowledge

Description
• Deep knowledge of a great deal of information— names, chronology,
facts, events, trends, patterns, etc.

Chronological Reasoning
Historical • Relationship between causes & effects: Short-term vs. Long-term
Causation • Difference among Causation, Coincidence & Correlation
Patterns of • Recognize, analyze & evaluate patterns of change/continuity
Continuity & • Relate patterns to larger historical processes/themes.
Change Over Time
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Periodization •
•
•
•

Construct models of historical periodization
Realize that the choice of specific dates is subjective
Periodization changes a historical narrative.
Historians themselves are subjective & fallible

Comparison and Contextualization
Comparison • Compare multiple historical developments …
• within one society,
• between different societies
• in different time periods or places
• Compare multiple perspectives on one topic.
Contextualization • Connect broad, global developments to specific time and place (“zoom in”)
• Connect local developments to broader global processes. (“zoom out”)

Crafting Historical Arguments From Historical Evidence
Historical • Make an argument that is:
argumentation
• Based on evidence, including both pro- & con- evidence
• Has a Clear Thesis
• Evaluate other peoples’ arguments
Appropriate use of • Use evidence to support arguments.
relevant evidence • Understand the context & limitations of evidence

Historical Interpretation and Synthesis
Interpretation • Evaluate others’ interpretations of history.
• Consider evidence, reasoning, contexts, points of view, frames of reference.
Synthesis •
•
•
•

Apply all of the Historical Thinking Skills
Draw on ideas from different fields or disciplines
Creatively fusing disparate, and perhaps contradictory evidence
Apply insights to other historical contexts/circumstances, incl. the present.

The Historical Thinking Skills are the real purpose for any AP course.
The content is obviously important to the course itself, but the skills you
will learn will be transferable to other situations throughout your whole
life. So if you’re wondering, “When will we ever need to know/use this?”
The answer is “Probably rarely. But you’ll need to be able to do what this
course is asking you to do every day of the rest of your life.”
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Themes, or “How does AP categorize historical topics?”
The Historical Thinking Skills answer the question of “How should world history be studied?” Another
crucial question is, “How can I possibly remember all the ‘stuff’ I’ll learn?” Rather than try to create
and memorize a boring list of 1,000 individual facts, APWH defines categories, called “Themes” that
help you see the patterns referred to by the Historical Thinking Skills.

Themes
Simplified Paraphrase

#

Official Description

and typical questions this theme asks

Interaction between humans & the
environment
1 • Demography and disease
• Migration
• Patterns of settlement
• Technology

Human-Environment Interaction
How do humans deal with disease?
Where do humans live, and why do they live there
instead of somewhere else?
How do humans use technology to help them live?

Development and interaction of cultures
• Religions
2
• Belief systems, philosophies, ideologies
• Science and technology
• The arts and architecture

Cultures
How do humans develop religion?
How do different societies use technology in relation
to other societies?
How do humans express themselves artistically?

State-building, expansion, and conflict
• Political structures, forms of governance
• Empires
3
• Nations and nationalism
• Revolts and revolution
• Regional, transregional, and global
structures and organizations

Politics
How do humans establish order, govern themselves,
and create political “units?”
How do political units expand, and what happens
when conflict arises?
What are the different types of political units around
the world?

Creation, expansion, and interaction of
economic systems
• Agricultural and pastoral production
4
• Trade and commerce
• Labor Systems
• Industrialization
• Capitalism and socialism

Economic Systems
How do humans create and manage resources to
improve their quality of life?
How do humans organize their work to maximize
their efforts?

Development & transformation of social
structures
• Gender roles and relations
5
• Family and kinship
• Racial and ethnic constructions
• Social and economic classes

Social Structures
How do men and women share the work?
How is the family structured, and what role does
family play in everyday life?
How does this society think of race and/or ethnicity?
What are the differences between high- and lowranking members of society?
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Periodization, the “When”
Learning and remembering all relevant info in world history can seem a daunting task. One way to help
make the task easier is to organize all historical content into different chronological eras, called
“periods.” The process of organizing is thus called “periodization.” (Yes, that’s a real verb.) APWH
divides history into six different periods, with each period being equally emphasized in the course.
Many students feel that they must memorize the dates of all historical events. While you do NOT have
to memorize the exact date of every event in world history, you should have an approximate idea of
most historical events. The definition of “approximate” varies by era, but you should definitely be able
to place each event into the correct period. For ancient events aim to place events in the correct century.
The closer one gets to the present, the more precise you should aim for. For the 20th century, you should
strive to place events in the correct year.
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Geography, the “Where”

Students must know some basic geography in order to answer questions. Both multiple choice and essay
questions will require knowledge of geographic continents, concepts and world regions. There is no
such thing as a comprehensive “list” of every world region, but experience has shown that too many
students misidentify too much of the world. (e.g. they write embarrassing things like, “the country of
Africa,” or “Indonesia is in central Asia.”) AP World History therefore identifies the most commonly
mis-identified regions.

World Regions
Note: You are welcome to disagree with APWH’s definitions/labeling of these continents/regions, but in
this course these are the only acceptable definitions. (e.g. South Asia includes India but not Thailand, no
matter what other sources tell you.)

Key Concepts: or “What ‘stuff’ (content) do I need to learn?”
Studying history is a perpetually humbling experience. No matter how much you learn, there’s always
far more to learn. Since there’s no way to “learn everything,” AP has chosen 19 important developments
that historians consider to be the “most important” in world history. AP’s name for these developments
is “Key Concepts.” Note that the term is “concept,” not “events,” “dates,” or “names.” There are many
examples of each Key Concept in history. AP World History requires students to learn at least one
example of each Key Concept, but not every example. (Phew!) You’ll learn the precise details re: the
Key Concepts later, but for now just rest assured that by the time you’ve finished this course you will
have learned both the “big picture” of world history and many examples of that “big picture.”
This may not make much sense until you actually see a multiple choice question and how it requires
knowledge of a Key Concept, regardless of which example(s) you learned. See the “Multiple Choice
Section” on p. 7 for more.
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The Exam
The APWH exam is divided into several sections over 3 hours, 15 minutes.

Multiple Short Answer
Choice Questions (SAQ)

Weight

40%

20%

# of
Questions

55

4

Time
Allowed

55 min

50 min

Suggested
Pace

~ 1 min/
question

~12 min/
question

Free Response (Essay) Section

10 minute break

Section

25%

15%

Document Based
Question (DBQ)

Long Essay Question
(LEQ)

90 minutes
15 minute reading & essay planning period, then
75 self-budgeted minutes to write 2 essays.
~40 minutes

~35 minutes

In the end, the multiple choice and essay section scores are added up to a Final Score of 1-2-3-4-5.
(5 = Extremely Well Qualified, 4 = Well Qualified, 3 = Qualified, 2 = Possibly Qualified, 1 = No
Recommendation) Many colleges and universities award credit, advanced placement, and/or preference
in admissions for AP scores, although each college/university sets their own policy re: the specifics.1
You’ll learn more detail on how students’ scores are calculated after the beginning of the year, but
here’s how past years’ students have fared.

1

Go to http://collegesearch.collegeboard.com/apcreditpolicy/index.jsp to see the AP policy of a specific
college or university.
Bill Strickland, East Grand Rapids High School
June 6, 2016
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The Multiple Choice Section
APWH multiple choice questions are more difficult than the typical questions you’re used to.
The multiple-choice section is structured around “sets” of questions (2-5 questions per set) that require
students to respond to stimulus material. (e.g. a primary or secondary textual sources, images, charts,
graphs, maps, etc.) Here’s an example of a such a question.

1. Which of the following best explains the changes illustrated in the chart during the period
400 B.C.E. to 600 C.E.?
(A) The development of the Silk Road trade networks
(B) The rise and collapse of the Han dynasty
(C) The increased number and variety of domesticated animals
(D) The development of large cities as social and administrative center
In order to answer each question correctly, you’ll need to “connect” what you know about history to the
stimulus material using an Historical Thinking Skill. In other words, simply “knowing” historical facts
will NOT be enough. You WILL need to “know” historical facts, but that alone won’t be enough.
Likewise, you won’t be able to just “figure out the answer by reading carefully.” You’ll need to both
“know”and “do” history. The “doing” requires you to demonstrate an Historical Thinking Skill.

Connect
Historical Facts you must KNOW
• When did the Silk Roads develop?
• When did the Han Dynasty rise & collapse?
• How did the number & types of animals
change from 400 B.C.E. to 600 C.E.?
• How did cities’ roles & functions develop
from 400 B.C.E. to 600 C.E.?

Historical Thinking Skills you must DO
Which of these facts caused the pattern?
• Silk Roads ?
• Han Dynasty ?
• number & types of animals ?
• roles & functions of cities ?
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So what? How does this affect you?

Result #1: You will need to develop entirely new, deeper and more
substantial study habits than you’ve used in previous courses.
You can’t “memorize” the answer to most AP-style questions
because the answer is often a complex set of facts and trends
scattered over 30-50 pages in your textbook, not just a simple,
single fact or date. “The answer” to a multiple choice question
will not be on a specific page in the textbook. Memorizing
hundreds of “flash cards” won’t help much, if at all. Simply
“knowing thousands of facts” isn’t truly “learning” unless you
know how each of those facts relate/connect to each other.
Result #2: You must do the reading assignments and class activities. You will not be able to “fake” any
lack of knowledge by just “being smart” and “guessing well.” Each year I ask my AP
students to give some advice to the next year’s students. Guess what the overwhelming #1
piece of advice is: Do the Reading!

The Free Response Questions (FRQs)
There are three types of questions that require you to write. Each question type requires you to
demonstrate different skills and knowledge, and each is graded on a different rubric. You should
familiarize yourself thoroughly with the rubrics used to grade each of these essays. Here’s just a quick
summary to give you an overview of what to expect.
Short Answer Questions (SAQ)
The 4 SAQs will require students to use Historical Thinking Skills to respond to a primary source, an
historian’s argument, nontextual sources such as data or maps, or general propositions about world
history. Each question will ask students to demonstrate a different Historical Thinking Skill in the
process of identifying and analyzing examples of historical evidence relevant to the source or question.
You’ll be able to answer each SAQ in 1-2 paragraphs.
Document Based Question (DBQ)
The purpose of the DBQ is to test students’ ability to do what professional historians actually do: use
and interpret historical evidence/information to make conclusions based on that evidence, as well as
include relevant evidence NOT found in the given documents.
Long Essay Question (LEQ)
Just as the SAQs require students to demonstrate Historical Thinking Skills, the LEQ will ask students
to write a “long” essay (2+ pages) on a “deeper,” more complete level. The Historical Thinking Skill
required in the LEQ will be different than those required by the SAQs. (e.g. if the SAQs ask questions
re: Causation, Periodization, Interpretation, and Comparison, the LEQ will ask a question that requires
students to demontrate the HTS of Continuity and Change over Time.

One Last Comment
I think the most valuable aspect of this course is that you will have a ton of fun (while you’ll also work
your tail off learning a lot about the history of the world). By the end of the year you’ll hopefully
become a better, more mature and educated world citizen capable of making intelligent and thoughtful
decisions.
Bill Strickland, East Grand Rapids High School
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Teaching
Forum: Training Teachers of World History

A Most Pressing Challenge:
Preparing Teachers of World History
By Robert Bain and Lauren McArthur Harris
Editor's Note: The editorial board ojPerspec- Advanced Placement (AP) World History
tives on History decided that the arguments exam in 2001 and has seen a steady increase
advanced by the authors of the following essay in students every year. The over 124,000
were important enough to warrant a thorough test-takers in 2008 made world history the
and comprehensive debate ofthe various issues seventh most popular AP test. 2 Additioninvolved in a forum. The board commissioned, ally, the federal government is considering
therefore, three more articles to critique the es- adding world history to its National Assay by Bain and Harris and discuss the ques- sessment for Educational Progress exams.
tions posed by them, and in the process, present In short, a consensus has formed about the
their own views on the proper preparation of value of world history in the education of
teachers ofworld history. We invite readers also American students. State legislatures, local
to offir their own comments in the form oflet- school districts, parents, and students have
ters to the editor (which may be addressed to made it almost co-equal to U.S. history in
perspectives@historians.org).
popularity. World history's champions must
reparing skilled and knowledgeable be pleased with this growth.
However, the supply of teachers has not
world history teachers has become
history's most pressing educational kept pace with demand. Few teachers have
challenge. Though typically unacknowledged had any formal world historical training-a
by the public, politicians, or the profession, perilous situation caused by out-of-field
the problems involved in filling our teaching3 and thin certification require4
classrooms with well-prepared teachers of ments. Professional development opportunities
are
sparse. College-level world history
world history is analogous, if not equivalent,
has
lagged
behind the precollegiate growth,
to the challenges of filling classrooms with
are comparatively few world
and
there
qualified math and science teachers. This
essay briefly explores why this is so pressing history resources for teachers or teacher edua need, and how we might begin to meet the cators. Unfortunately, there are no national
programs-like' those we have for American
challenge.

P

World History Education:
Supply and Demand Issues

T

here is a supply and demand problem
regarding world history teachers.
World history is the fastest-growing subject
in the social studies if not in the entire
school curriculum, and its growth over the
past 20 years has been remarkable. Over
three-quarters of all high school students
earned world history credits in 2005 as the
subject has more than doubled in popularity since 1982.1 All state standards include
world history in some form and about 60
percent of the states require it for graduation. The College Board first offered the
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history-to raLse teachers' knowledge of
world history.5
Thus, the absence of well-prepared world
history teachers undermines the increasing
presence of world history in the schools.
However, simply increasing the number of
world history teachers may not meet the "coherence" problem facing both teachers and
students of world history.

The Coherence Problem
in World History

W

orld history is perhaps the most
difficult course for history teachers to
organize, plan, and then teach. Of course,
developing coherent history courses at any
scale, whether regional, national, or local,
is a challenge. However, our research with
teachers and in classrooms has led us to
think that the problems are more acute in
world history. Why?
First, there is great variation in the ways
states, standards, textbooks, and teachers
present world history. The main approaches
to the subject vary greatly in regard to periodization schemes, significance, units of

The Coordinating Council for Women in History announces the Nupur Chaudhuri Prize for First
Published Article in the amount of $1,000.
Eligibility: To be considered for the award, the article must have been published in a refereed
journal during the calendar years, 2007-08 or 2008-09. The author must be a member of the
CCWH at the time of submission.
Deadline: November 15, 2009.
Please send 3 hard copies of your article (no email submissions) to:
Kathleen Kennedy
Department of History
Western Washington University
516 High St. MS 9061
Bellingham, WA 98225-9061
For additional information on membership and prizes offered by the CCWH, please go to our
website: www.theccwh.org
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amlysis, and the temporal-spatial scales used
to frame the history of the world. 6 Thus,
although world history as such is ubiquitous
in the school curriculum, its nature and
content differs greatly from state to state,
school to school, and textbook to textbook.
Not surprisingly, tcachers' ideas of the
content to be included in world history
courses also vary. Most try to fit more "stuff"
into a world history course than they do for
courses with a national or regional scope.
Our research suggests that teachers of world
history often lack proper criteria for determining what, from among aU that "stuff,"
they should include. For example, we often
begin professional development workshops
by asking world history teachers to create
a five-minute history of the United States,
Europe, and then the world. The teachers
typically get right to work on U.S. history,
creating a story of development involving
familiar events such as European settlement
and colonization, the war for independence,
the Civil War, the world wars, civil rights,
and more recent events. Likewise, they craft
a familiar and clear story of Europe rising
from river valleys through classical civilizations, through the Middle Ages and on to
today. Most history teachers seem to have
useful "big pictures" of the history of the
United States and of the West, and they use
these pictures to narrate change over time
and locate details within a larger frame.
However, such is not the case when teachers
turn to offer a history of the world. They
struggle over where to begin the story, what
to include, how to incorporate the stories of
different regions, what constitutes the major
turning points, and typically confess a lack

of knowledge for certain eras or regions of
the world. The result? Compared to what
they created in U.S. or western history, their
history of the world is in pieces.
Now, this is not a cry for creating a grand
narrative in world history, but rather a
reminder of the instructional importance of
having a "big picture" to help situate all the
detaiis that so define history at any level. If
teachers cannot make the necessary temporal
and spatial connections, it is difficult to
imagine that they will be able to help their
students make these links.
In a recent study of 10 world history teachers
(veteran as well as prospective), Harris found
discernable differences in how the teachers
built meaningful connections between world
historical events for themselves and for their
students? She asked teachers to develop connections and interrelationships between a
seemingly random stack of historical events
and concepts-such as the Atlantic Slave
Trade, Bantu Migrations, the Renaissance,
and the Cold War. The teachers created
concept maps-on note cards-by drawing
connections between events and categories to
group events, and they "talked-aloud" about
their decisions. Teachers first sorted the cards
to capture their own understanding and then
thought about how they might structure
these for students.
The differences were stark. Some developed
multiple connections, showing a fluid and
rich understanding of the events, whereas
others simply placed them in chronological
order or according to "themes," such as economics. Variation among participants was not
necessarily related to number of years teaching
world history or to courses taken as one might

Meet the Editors and Staff of
the American Historical Review
Friday, January 8, 1:00-2:00 p.m.
Hyatt, Elizabeth Ballroom A
What do you want from the flagship journal of the American Historical Association?
The editors and staff of the AHR invite members to attend an informal, open
session to express their views on the journal. We are prepared to offer advice on
how members might best prepare articles for submission and tell them what they
should expect from the review process. Most importantly, we are eager to hear
what you have to say.
Presiding:
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have expected. Instead it: appeared that participation in. a curriculum and professional
development program-such as the AP program-specifically focused on teaching and
learning world history on a global scale may
have better prepared these experienced world
history teachers to create coherent organizational schemes both for themselves and for instructional purposes. Those without this experience may have approached the task from
within a more familiar nation-state or civilization frame, thus facing challenges in organizing events spanning large amounts of time
and space. Harris found that teachers were
better equipped to make connections across
historical events if they had both knowledge
of the events and an understanding of how to
make crosscultural or causal connections over
hundreds or even thousands of years. Certainly historical content knowledge mattered
in this task, but it alone was not sufficient to
create meaning across diverse events.

Meeting the Challenges

s

o what does this mean for historians and
those charged with preparing teachers to
teach history? At the outset we must recognize
the critical need to prepare the next generation of teachers, and work both to increase
and improve our efforts in world history
teacher education.
Can we expect Congress to take up this
challenge just as it did through the Teaching
American History (TAH) grant program?
The motivation for tb.e TAH program, according to its chief officer, Alex Stein, was
to "to reverse [three] limitations in history
education": (1) the weak position of histoty
in elementary and secondary history curriculums; (2) the lack of content knowledge and
poor content preparation among too many
history teachers; and (3) poor student performance on history assessments. To reverse
these deficits, Stein asserted, the TAH grant
program offered a "bold new idea" by delivering "history content ... directly to United
States history teachers through ongoing partnerships with providers of history expertise. "8
We think that world history teachers also
need such "bold new ideas." One immediate way to draw attention to the problem
and to begin to meet the challenges would
be for Congress to expand the TAH program
to include world history-turning it into the
Teaching American and/or World History
grant program.
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However, it is dangerous to depend upon
or wait for Congress to pass legislation to
improve history education, while ignoring the
opportunities that historians, history teachers,
and their professional associations currently
have to shape and define history education
policy. What, then, might history departments and history educators do now to meet
the challenges of world history education?
For one thing, teachers need more course
work in world history. We join with others
in the profession who urge teachers of secondary history to have majored in history,
but wonder if we should further insist that
at least half of the course work includes
world history. Or at the very least, require
the equivalent of AP world history knowledge for all teachers ofK-12 history.
However, course work is just a proxy for
what teachers need to know. Our research
indicates that the quantity of knowledge in
world history-while necessary-does not
seem to be sufficient. Indeed, many teachers
with whom we work know details about the
events of world history, but are not able to
fit the pieces together or make them cohere
around intellectual problems or big questions
to drive inquiry. Too often, world history
is, in the minds of teachers and students, a
fragmented study of civilizations and nationstates, with little attention to interconnections except for an occasional comparison to
emphasize political and cultural differences.
Second, teacher preparation programs,
both for prospective and practicing teachers,
must help world history teachers understand challenges students face when learning
history across such temporal and spatial scales
while also helping teachers develop meaningful links berween global history and stories
occurring on more familiar historical scales.
In short, teacher education in world history
should focus on helping teachers understand
the relationships berween macro- and micro-explanations of historical change, make
formal comparisons, consider relationships
berween structure and culture, and understand what it takes to pursue historical questions at different temporal-spatial scales.
Thus, world history teachers need to
consider different temporal-spatial "containers" or lenses they would use to help their
students to view history at different scales.
For example, in a recent study we conducted of the effect on teachers' use of a global
history curriculum, we found that developing a conceptual frame large enough for
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other stories to come into focus was a critical
step in designing coherent instruction. 9
Ironically, TAH as currently structured offers a wonderful vehicle to situate
American history within different temporalspatial containers and look at it with lenses of
varying focal length. "Globalizing" familiar
stories in American history makes sense and
fits with current trends in the profession as
typified by the La Pietra report, in work by
Tom Bender and Carl Guarneri, and the
2009 AHA annual meeting theme "globalizing historiography."lo In keeping with the
spirit and letter of TAH legislation, globalizing U.S. history would expand teachers'
knowledge of U.S. history by helping them
to locate the distinctive and the common,
while having an added benefit of expanding
teachers' knowledge of the world outside the
United States. Even a quick read of Bender
or Guarneri's work reveals such dual value.
Of course, such an effort would require an
increased collaboration of world historians
with U.S. and other regional/national historians to exchange historical expertise.
But we also need to keep in mind that knowledge of world history--even coherent knowledge-is not enough to improve the quality
of teaching. Beyond setting the national story
in global context, we need to help teachers set

history within the instructional context-that
means in real classrooms, with real students,
using real materials, standards, texts, curriculum and assessments, and paying attention
to real time demands. Teacher education for
world history must help teachers place things
not only in global time and space, but also in
instructional time and space.
However, a crucial question remains:
What knowledge of world history is most
valuable for teachers of world history? To
answer, we need more research and collaboration berween world historians and scholars
of teaching and learning.

Conclusion

I

n 2004, Senator Robert Byrd explained to
readers of Perspectives his abiding interest in
history and why he has been arguably history
education's strongest political advocate:
Chesterton put it far more eloquently
and succinctly than I when he wrote:
The disadvantage of men not knowing
the past is that they do not know the
present. History is a hill or high point
of vantage, from which alone men see
the town in which they live or the age
in which they are living. 11

The Center for Historical Research
at
The Ohio State University

W

e are pleased to announce the fall and winter seminar schedule
for the 2009-10 academic program, "The Intersection of
Diaspora, Immigration, and Gender in World History."

Oct. 9. Erich Gruen, University of California at Berkeley, "The Diaspora
and the 'Assimilated' Jew."
Oct. 30. Peter S. Wells, University of Minnesota,
Identity in Iron Age and Medieval Europe."

"Migrations and

Nov. 13. Michael Kulikowski, University of Tennessee, "Post-Roman,
Postcolonial: Postcolonial and Diaspora Theory in Late Roman and
Early Medieval History."
Nov. 20. Scott Levi, The Ohio State University, "Hindus Beyond the
Hindu Kush: The Indian Communities in Central Asia and Beyond."
Dec. 4. Sandra Greene, Cornell University, "To Stay or Go: The Gendered
Decisions of the Formerly Enslaved of West Africa after the Abolition
of Slavery and the Slave Trade."
Seminars are held from 3:30 to 5:30 pm. Please consult our web site,
http://chr.osu.edu/, or contact the center at osuchr@osu.edu for
further information. All are welcome.
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If, however, the historical hill is not sufficiently high enough to allow us to see
beyond our nation's borders, then it fails
to meet the Chesterton criterion. Consequently our citizens are denied the chance
to properly see the nation in which they live
or the age in which they are living. Coherent
and comprehensive world history teacher
preparation is a critical feature in extending
our horizons of vision beyond the nation's
borders. It is the history profession's most
pressing educational need.

content they teach. While this affects all subject areas, history and the social studies are impacted more than other content areas. About
60 percent of students in history courses have
teachers who have not majored or minored in
history-any history, let alone world history.
See Richard Ingersoll, "The Problem of Under-qualified Teachers in American Secondary
Schools," Educational Researcher 28:2 (1999),
26-37.

Robert Bain is associate professor ofhistory and
social science education, and Lauren McArthur Harris is a postdoctoral fellow in teacher
education in the School of Education at the
University ofMichigan.
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Teaching Teachers of World History
By Sharon Cohen

I

n professional development workshops
or summer institutes, when consultants
get to talking about their teacherparticipants, one question often looms large.
Why do teachers-even the experienced
ones-express intense concerns when
confronted with teaching world history for
the first time? This article explores some of
the reasons for such concerns.

Why World History?
A ccording to Bain and Harris' statistics and
.!"\the anecdotal data I have collected since
2000, many people teaching world history at
the secondary level are either new to teaching
or new to teaching world history. There seems
to be a similar trend of new hires being asked
to teach world history at the collegiate level. l
Why is it that even experienced teachers
express concerns when confronted with
teaching world history for the first time? They
know what is expected for teaching American
history or Western Civilization, because the
narrative arcs for those courses are clear and
most, if not all, experienced history teachers
took those courses themselves. World history,
however, is more complex than national or
regional histories, because it addresses how
humans allover the world successfully manipulated the environment to grow in population and power, but also were diminished
at times by environmental forces out of their
controP Geyer and Bright emphasize that
since the current globalized world is the result
of much integration over time, world history
can fruitfully explore the history of that integration. 3 Most experienced history teachers
did not learn this integrated approach to
world history in a formal classroom. They are
not sure how to use both thematic and chronological approaches to show their students
the major patterns and processes inherent in
world history. This is a major shift for many
experienced history teachers. No wonder they
are feeling a lack of confidence.
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The Challenges of
Gaining Expertise in
Teaching World History

'VJhen experienced history
W show up in my world

teachers
history
workshops or institutes, their lack of confidence about teaching the course is palpable.
They ask repeatedly for a complete syllabus,
every lesson plan, and even to visit the
classroom of an experienced world history
teacher. World history seems like an impossible course to those who are accustomed
to teaching with some kind of overarching
narrative. They worry about "covering" all
of the content and seek many examples of
how to teach thematically with case studies.
They begin to get the global scope only
when they see relevant quizzes and tests and
realize that they do not have to require their
students to learn about every event for the

last 10,000 years on the planet. It is only
then that they start to accept the feasibility
of teaching world history.
According to Bereiter and Scardamalia, expertness is a state that most of us
cannot achieve easily. 4 We get accustomed
to a certain level of competence and stop
seeking challenges that require a higher level
of problem solving. When confronted with
teaching world history for the first time experienced teachers have to acquire new habits
of thinking about history. Expert world
history teachers can show them how to construct a syllabus with lessons and assessments
that demonstrate a global perspective. I have
observed over and over again that once experienced teachers new to world history
gain confidence about the global approach,
they can be more creative about choosing
case studies to demonstrate global historical
patterns and processes to their students.

Honorary Foreign Membership in the AHA
Nominations Invited

A HA members are invited to nominate distinguished foreign historians for the
.1\2010 award. Since 1885, when the AHA honored Leopold von Ranke with its first
testimonial of honorary membership, the Association has so honored 89 foreign scholars.
According to the selection criteria, recipients of honorary memberships must be foreign
scholars (1) who are distinguished for their work in the field of history and (2) who have
markedly assisted the work of American historians in the scholar's country. Persom not
holding an academic position can also be nominated.
The AHA Council encourages nominations that address the need for broader geographic
coverage; in recent years most nominations and honorees have been from western Europe.
The Committee on Honorary Foreign Members and Awards for Scholarly Distinction
will serve as the jury and will recommend an individual for approval by the Council. The
committee consists of the president, president-elect, and the immediate president.
A complete nomination should include (1) a letter of nomination that contains specific
details addressing the criteria listed above, (2) a two-page C.v. of the nominee with a summary
of major publications, and (3) a minimum of two supporting letters of recommendation.
The package should not exceed 20 pages.
Please send all materials to: Committee on Honorary Foreign Members, AHA, 400 A
St., SE, Washington, DC 20003-3889
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world history teachers to demonstrate and
share their successful toolkits so that the
novice world history teacher can start from a
place of confidence rather than confusion.
While many of us may cringe from the idea
also think that the failure of textbook
that
secondary school teachers have to teach
authors to include clear models of explaining global patterns and processes confuses to a test whether it is an Advanced Placement
teachers who rely on textbooks for their or state assessment examination, it is a reality
own conceptual map of world history. Until that most novice world history teachers face.
recently, even the world history textbooks The experienced teacher of American or
created for the collegiate and Advanced European history understandably might have
Placement markets often presented more of found success with emphasis on key terms
a regional rather than an integrated, global and facts for their students to memorize
approach. It is easy to see how teachers new for the national or state test. When I and
other teachers of new world history teachers
to world history who design their unit plans
share
syllabi and assessments that have led
around a world history textbook could
students
to success on the relevant tests, the
become confused about what world history
confidence
level of the teacher-participants
is. They might not see what Eric Martin
understandably
rises dramatically.
has identified as the essence of doing world
history: "thinking about several different
Conclusion
historical variables (such as multiple places)
at once, using relationships and connections ~ reativity and the \villingness to attack the
as units of analysis, breaking down complex Lproblem of choosing apt case studies for
processes into interrelated component parts, identifYing patterns and processes in world
connecting the local to the global and vice history are two essential attributes of world
versa, and developing new categories and history teachers; but novice world history
models of analysis. "5 He also recognizes that teachers cannot be creative and willing to
teachers new to world history need a "con- make choices if they are not sure of the
ceptual tool box customized for building direction they need to go. Lacking their own
answers to complex global questions."6 The classroom experiences with world history, they
teacher \vho is asked to teach \vorld. history often feel uneasy about soiving the problem
for the first time confronts these multiple of what they should select as case studies for
levels of complexicf. It is up to the expert the larger global processes their students need

The Role of Textbooks and
Standardized Testing in
World History Teaching

I

to analyze. Teachers new to world history
need many models and examples from expert
world history teachers before they will be
ready to be innovators. The conceptual basis
of world history seems so different to these
novice world history teachers that lots of reassurance and generosity are needed. We who
train teachers of world history should see
this big picture of the fears that novice world
history teachers face, and offer them guidance
through our successful syllabi, conceptual
approaches, and direct instruction in what
is important to focus on in a world history
course. With more active support from their
more experienced colleagues, these less-thanconfident teachers quicldy will become the
expert world history instructors we want all
students to encounter.
Sharon Cohen teaches Advanced Placement
world history and International Baccalaureate
history at Springbrook High School in Silver
Spring,
,Since 2000, she has organized more than 40 workshops and summer institutes on teaching world history in the United
States, Canada, Morocco, and hance. She is a
nrp,pnTPr at the annual nU'N1VlflT
American Historical Association and the World
History Association. She wrote the College
Board's current Teacher's Guide for AP World
History, edited the College Board
tion, Speciall;ocus on Teaching Abollt Latin
America and Africa in the Twentieth Century
(2007), and has several articles published in the
online journal World History Connected.

Notes
Calls for Nominations for the

~ncy

IJman 'R.!!f1ker vlfward

This award W<h5 established to honor teachers of history who taught, guided, and inspired
their students in a way that changed their lives.
The Nancy Lyman Roelker Mentorship Award is given on a three-·year cycle: graduate mentors
(including combined graduate and undergraduate teaching); undergraduate mentors (both
two- and four-year colleges); and secondary school teachers.
The 2010 award is for secondary school mentors and carries a cash award.
Nominations should include: A completed cover sheet and check list; a minimum of
five letters supporting the nomination; and the nominee's vita highlighting educational
experience and student mentoring.
The cover sheet and checklist, all letters supporting the nomination, and vita must
be postmarked no later than March 31, 2010. Complete details about the award can
be seen online at www.historians.orgfprizes/Roelker.htm
The 2010 award will be announced at the
AHA's 125th annual meeting to be held in Boston in January 2011
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Getting the Big Picture:
Teaching World History Teachers

R

ading the article by Bain and Harris
was a stimulating experience. I
ppreciated the new and compelling
data about the growth of the world history
field and the resulting need for teachers with
more training than most are now getting.
Framing this as the most pressing challenge in
the history education field makes good sense.
I confess I don't see the federal government
stepping in with Teaching World History
grants (though the idea of adding a global
component to the TAH program would be
eminently justified and might just sneak under
the radar), but one can always hope. The
need to stimulate college history departments
to do more to provide future world history
teachers with relevant experience is truly
pressing, and we have been shamefully remiss
in not stepping up soorreL As the article
suggests, the "do more" involves, in the first
place, establishing more uniformly a good
survey course in world history; but it also
means going beyond, to offer some definable
advanced world history courses so that the
introductory offering is not the only entrant.
Thinking of world history at the college level
in terms of a brief but defined curricular
sequence is both pressing and achievable, to
help meet the need not only to train more
future teachers but to provide them with
the kind of depth that, as Bain and Harris
suggest, moves beyond initial exposure.
The part of the article that spoke to me
most immediately, pardy because it tapped
my own experience in moving into the world
history field largely through self-training,
involved the more specific challenge of
finding a framework for the whole teaching
effort. I once brashly suggested that world
history was a hard subject, and was urged by
a colleague to soften this-but that teachers
find it "most difficult" is hardly surprising,
and the problem of establishing coherence,
and helping teachers find coherence to their
own satisfaction, is absolutely crucial.
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By Peter N. Stearns
A1; Bain and Harris stipulate, one problem
rises from the significant variety in state
approaches. Different state standards lead
textbook publishers, eager to sell everywhere, to include every possible stipulation, which means that books swell beyond
reasonable size, and coherence is, at least
to some extent, right out the window. One
state wants particular attention given to
the Holocaust; another requires affectionate treatment of the Renaissance. The list
of requirements becomes ridiculous. No
solution is in sight, but we need to work
with teachers (and take theif guidance) in
how to manage textbooks with this complication in mind.
The jumble of state standards involves
another problem that needs to be faced
candidly. The growth ofworld history courses
is impressive and-properly handled-truly
welcome, but let's be frank: many of them
aren't real world history courses, but rather
mishmashes of ''the West and the rest" (or as
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Bain and Harris put it, Western civilization
plus). I know this is a debatable evaluation,
but I think it explains part of the complications that Bain and Harris rightly point to.
Lots of high school courses, and some college
offerings, have simply not made a full transition from Western civ to world history,
though they eagerly embrace the latter label.
This places teachers-many of whom have
Western civ experience and, sometimes, deep
commitments to making sure that many
familiar Western staples are conveyed-in a
serious dilemma. It makes it hard for them
to sort out what to leave out of the Western
record in order simply to make room for
other materials. It almost guarantees a coherence problem when world developments
don't fit neatly into a Western mold. There is
a need, therefore, to continue working with
curriculum officials to make sure that world
history courses can be framed in terms of a
world history conceptualization. We're not
there yet.
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This specific issue, not easily in historians'
control in an American society that is still
more than a bit ambivalent about truly global
education, bleeds into the problem of finding
coherence even in courses that are reasonably
framed. Here, where things ought to be manageable, we still have some work to do-but
it is work that can be done. Bain and Harris
rightly note the tendency to seek to put too
much "stuff" in the world history courses,
ofren in part a residue of the Western civexperience and a resultant sense that we should
do for other societies and nations what we
used to be able to do for Britain or France in
Western civ, with all the loving detail.
But it's not just novice teachers that cause
the problem here. Almost everyone involved
in the world history enterprise seems bent on
trying to put too much in. Textbooks are too
big, ofren trying to do too much with individual societies. When historians had a shot
at defining standards back in the 1990s, with
the abortive National Standards movement,
they created criteria that covered 314 pagesand these were just main subject headings (in
contrast, geographers managed to produce a
60-page guidebook for their discipline). Admittedly, historians did the same thing for
U.S. history, even a bit more, but as Bain
and Harris point out the problem of "stuff"
is less problematic in U.S. history because we
have more experience in handling it. Even
the Advanced Placement program in world
history, initially bent on making sure world
history was as manageable as possible, seems
to be falling victim to the "put-more-in"
syndrome, as its stipulations become increasingly detailed and complex. Understandably,
the temptation is very difficult to control.
We used to think, for example, that we could
cheat a bit, by largely leaving Persia out, but
now not only the purists but also the demands
of the con~emporary world require that this
be rethought, so that we have some historical
perspective on Iranian society. But those of us
who put Persia in have not usually figured out
what to take out. The escalation continues.
Granting all this, everyone in the world
history game needs periodically to step back,
take a deep breath, and remember the injunctions of one of the founders of the teaching
field, Lefton Stavrianos, who said that the
first thing to do in entering world history
was: DARE TO OMIT. Historians involved
in instruction at the college level-framing
courses and maybe even contributing to
textbooks-need to take a lead in helping to

winnow out, to prevent world history from
becoming a growing and unwieldy catalogue
of facts; and we need to listen to experienced
world history teachers who have figured some
of this out on their own. We are, sometimes,
our own worst enemies in disciplinary manageability.
What is particularly striking about the Bain
and Harris study is their finding that mere
experience in teaching world history, at least
amid the demands of high school engagement, does not necessarily help to develop
and sustain coherence-but that exposure
to structure does advance the cause. This
means that those of us who teach existing or
upcoming teachers need to keep this charge
very much in mind.
And this means, in turn, that we must not
only help teachers decide how to dare omissions, but also that we need, more vigorously than we sometimes imagine necessary,
to emphasize the basics, the big picture, far
more than we need to display our dazzling
specialist knowledge of this or that regional
case or particular topic.
Here I would add to the Bain and Harris
statement about the substantial coherence
world history seeks, the extent to which, in
defining world history periodization, substantial coherence has in fact been established. I
agree of course that all sorts of world history
frameworks exist, that debate undoubtedly
extends to fundamentals, and that no single
formula has been or should be projected. The
fact remains that a lot of world historians
have agreed not only on what a number of
key periods in world history are, but through
what major themes they can be defined. And
the themes, in turn, are not usually either
too numerous or too complex. My favorite
example, because it involved a personal intellectual trajectory that began in complete
inexperience, involves the period 600-1450
CE (sometimes, admittedly, divided in two,
around 1000 CE, but that's a detail that
need not delay us here). On my first world
history project-a collaborative high school
text-we all agreed to call this period "the
age of diversity" because, amid the increasing number and variety of societies we had
to deal with (after the comforting simplicity
of three to five cases in the previous, classical period) it looked like the only recourse
was to pick them off, one by one, because
there were no crosscutting themes. It turns
out-and I think there's substantial agreement on this-that a first take on the period

· actually involves merely two primary, and
very clear, themes, to which all the societies of Nro-Eurasia had to respond in some
fashion: the spread of world religions and the
increase in transregional trade and contact.
One can go on to add a larger number of
patterns, like the unusual importance of
Islam or the rise of explicit efforts at neighboring imitations, but they in fact derive
from the two basics. Amid everything that
happened, the fundamentals-both involving substantial and enduring change-are
strikingly clear. This is precisely the kind of
back-to-basics discovery that can be shared
with teachers, with teachers' own experience
in translating to the classroom adding to the
message, so that we start more clearly with
the conceptual forest, rather than the trees
of detail. This is where the kind of collaboration that Bain and Harris recommendamong teachers of various levels, among
world historians, and scholars of teaching
and learning-can usefully center.
Admittedly, the conceptualization of world
history is not always as clear cut as what (in
my view) we can suggest for the postclassical
centuries. The hardest period to conceptualize is, or should be, our own age, where by
definition, since we don't yet know the end of
the story, the identification of fundamental
themes is going to be most complex and most
open to debate. It's here, as well, that we risk
being particularly distracted by conventional
sub-periods, like the world wars or cold war
decades, which can easily trample any larger
scope or vision. Even here, however, coherence, if by definition somewhat tentative, is
not impossible to uncover, and working with
teachers on defining the fundamentals can
be particularly rewarding.
The key, always, is first to identifY the big
changes-the small number of really big,
crosscutting changes-that divide one major
world history time period from another. This
done, one can turn to concomitant continuities, subdivisions of change, regional variations-but with a sense of the larger picture
firmly in mind. World history teaching is
hard, but it can also be thoughtful and organized. As we work on this vital teaching
challenge, there are many strengths to share.

Peter Stearns is professor of history at George
Mason University, where he is also the provost
and executive vice president for academic af
fairs. He is the author, coauthor, or editor of
numerous books and encyclopedias, many of
which are on world history.
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Teaching World History:
Issues and Possibilities
By Barbara Tischler
We live in a Global Economy
-One of 150,000 lessons listed on Lesson
Planet, A Search Engine for Teachers
The World is Flat
- Thomas Friedman
Arguing against globaliz.a:tion is like arguing
against the laws ofgravity
-KojiAnnan
As Americans, we need to pay more attention
to the world around us
--your school's world history teacher

T

hese statements reflect an imperative
to survive in a changing world by
learning more about its history and
cultures. The rapid growth in the popularity
of the College Board's Advanced Placement
course in world history speaks to a consensus
on the importance of knowing about a world
beyond the borders of the United States. In
its first seven years, the AP world history
examination has become the seventh most
popular AP test.
Despite the growing popularity of higb
school world history, particularly beyond
the survey course level, it has to compete
for a place on students' programs with requirements ranging from mandated and
tested English and mathematics to character
education and life skills. As Robert Bain and
Lauren McArthur Harris correctly point
out, the number of K-12 teachers prepared
to teach world history is insufficient to meet
the growing need. They point to issues
of content and methodology as well as
teacher preparation and training as essential
problems that need to be addressed before
students will have sufficient preparation in
world history.
The Advanced Placement syllabi for world
history provide useful models that generally
eschew constructions like "the West and the
rest" while maintaining a focus on the development and interaction of nation states. The
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chronological frame of rhe AP world history
course is generally presented in five parts:
.:. Foundations: c. 8000 BCE to
600 CE
·:·600-1450

·:·1470--1750
-:-1750-1914
-:-1914-2000 and beyond l
In addition to the developrnenr of a
chronological focus, what are the important
thematic elements of a world history course,
and how can we prepare teachers to choose
the models that work for them and their

students? Robert Bain and Tamara Shreiner
described four prevalent structural patterns
in the design of world history curricula,
characterizing them as World Civilization
Plus, which offers an expanded version of a
familiar narrative that focuses on the development of civilization in the West, specifically Europe; Social Studies World History,
which offers a multidisciplinary approach
to broad themes such as "Time, Continuity, and Change," but which still does not
challenge the "Europe as the Center of the
World Model"; Geographic/Regional World
History, which considers change over time
Jl1 differing regions and sometimes braids

The Raymond J.Cunninghatn Prize
for the

BestArticle by an Undergraduate Student

T

he AmericanHistorical Association offers the Raymond J.Cunningham Prize
for the best article written by an undergraduate student and published in a
history department journal. This prize, to be awarded annually, was established in
memory of Raymond J. Cunningham, who was an associate professor ·of history
at Fordham University. He was. an authority on the American historian, Herbert
Baxter Adams.
To be eligibieforthe prize, the article must have been published in a history department journal. To be considered for the 201 0 competition, the entry must have
been published between May 1, 2009, and April 30, 2010.
Each history department journal may nominate ONE article. Only entries from a
journal will be accepted. Each nomination must include a briefletterof support (no
more than two pages) along with the article submitted as an entry.
One copy of each entry must be sent to each of the prize committee members
(whose names will be announced in February 2010).
The winning author and the winning journal will each receive a $200 prize.
Entries must be postmarked on or by MAY 15, 2010,
to be considered for the 2010 competition.
Questions about the prize may be directed to Noralee Frankel at
nfrankel@historians.org.
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these strands together in separate courses
on Africa, East Asia, South Asia, or Latin
America in addition to a broadly based world
history course; and Global World History,
which the authors describe as a synthesis of
"trans-regional and civilizational studies"
that requires students to "look at and across
regions of the world."2 The last of these
patterns is closest to the model posited by
the College Board for the Advanced Placement world history class. This approach
requires a balance between periodization,
the development of national and regional
identities, and thematic constructs that
can productively include a variety of topics
and approaches. Thematic considerations
for teachers of world history can certainly
include the following:

different times in differing societies, we can
avoid the presumption that Europe (the
West) was the center of all worlds and that
non-European people and societies can be
productively analyzed exclusively in Western
or European terms. 3 A non-Western focus
further provides an opportunity to view historical actors as they might have seen themselves rather than as Europeans saw them. In
this endeavor, a variety of primary sources,
from traditional documents to works of art,
provide critical material for analysis.

Follow the Resources

"\VJ'hether the goal is the hunting of
mammoths or the acquiring of
cotton, oil, or dollars, resources provide
the motive force behind the migration of
humanity. People move for many reasons,
Where to Begin-Is Europe but their survival depends on sufficient
the Center of the World?
resources to maintain the physical well-being
rom the perspective of a West African in of the group as well as its identity. A study of
1000 CE, the center of the world might resources can lead us to rewarding analyses
be the village or the coast, or the occasional of human migration as well as imperialism,
arrival of an Arab or Berber trader. Europe colonialism, liberation movements, and the
was distant and certainly not the source of current state of the world. When resources
culture, religion, or even trade until much disappear, individual and societal behavior
later. Mayan and Incan tribes developed patterns change, and responses to scarcity are
extensive trading networks that had no con- as important as the search for wealth.
nection to Europe until the 16th century,
What Do People Believe?
when the interaction with Spain definitely
aith and religion play a major role in
did not work to the advantage of the indigethe history of the world, and the history
nous people. By asking students to consider
what the world might have looked like at of belief should be integral to any study of
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Globalizing
American History:

<

The AHA Guide to Re-Imagining
the u.s. Survey Course
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'GlobaliZing :Amerlcah .Hlst~ry:

The AHA.Gula, to\Re..lmaglnlng
,'the U.~ Surv'lly,Course

Edited by Peter N. Stearns and Noralee Frankel
with essays by Peter N. Stearns, Kevin Reilly,
Dane Kennedy, Noralee Frankel, David Quigley,
& John R. Gillis
2008. 128 pages. ISBN: 978-0-87229-160-7. $15
AHA members recieve a 30% discount.
For ordering information, visit the web site at: www.historians.org/pubshop.

world history. Religious orthodoxy as well
as dissent and persecution contribute to the
study of power and politics. Clans, tribes,
and nations come to blows over religious
ideas and nations are frequently identified with one or another religion. Indeed,
world history students in the United States
confront a variety of established religions
and even theocratic societies.

War ... What Is It Good For?

A

s a subject for analysis, the history of
conflict is extraordinarily fruitful. The
reasons for conflict and conquest provide
clues to the economic, political, religious,
and cultural currents in disparate societies.
Claims on territory and resources, along with
national ambition provide interesting areas
for study, as does the aftermath of war, which
can range from conquest and subjugation
to post-war shifts in global partnerships. In
addition, a consideration of how wars have
been and can be prevented has resonance in a
contemporary global context.
How can K-12 teachers prepare to teach
world history if their training and experience fall short of providing the tools to create
courses and realize classroom objectives? My
own graduate students, all future teachers,
frequently articulate a desire for more training
in history content along with their literacy,
methods assessment, and classroom management courses. Surely classroom teachers feel
the same need to frame their continuing education and professional development around
the content of the courses they teach.
As Bain and Harris suggest, one way of
providing opportunities for continuing education in world history would be to create a
program of Teaching World History (TWH)
Grants that provides substantive content
training for teachers.
However, it is essential that the focus
in any such TWH Grant program be on
teachers and students rather than school districts. Resources need to be re-directed from
an institutional model to one that serves
classrooms and students. If our problem is
a dearth of qualified classroom teachers, we
need to be very clear on the imperative to
train these teachers, not in the answers to
multiple-choice tests but in the contours of
world history periodization and thematic
presentation. Utilizing the NEH summer
seminars model, K-12 teachers could apply
to attend content summer workshops taught

. ----------------------------------------------------------
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by university professors or master teachers.
Of course accountability is an issue that
must be considered seriously, but an assessment of teachers' content knowledge can be
found only minimally on the bubble sheet
of a standardized test. I propose, therefore,
that teachers who receive grants in a TWH
program be evaluated on the basis of the
degree to which they collaborate with colleagues in their home schools by making
a rigorous content presentation of what
they learned on their TWH "summer vacations" to provide valuable information
and materials to others. We must, in fact,
include serious sharing of information as a
component of such a program, especially
in districts in which only a few teachers can
take advantage of the grant program. Grant
recipients should also be required to bring
aspects of world history into their communities through student presentations in
school or in other public venues. Essentially,
the model is this: teachers earn grants to
study world history content; they present
aspects of what they have learned to their
colleagues; they enhance their own classroom presentation with information learned
in the summer; and they encourage student
presentations to a larger public (parents,
younger students, members of the community) on topics in worid history.
If we are to increase the historical and geographical literacy of American students, we
need to properly train and then trust our
teachers. We cannot accomplish the goal of
enhancing learning in history by focusing on
tests. Rather, we need to focus on content.
World history is a complex subject, and
students around the country have demonstrated that they are eager to study it. It is
up to historians and history educators to be·
prepared to teach them.
Barbara Tischler teaches histOl:v at the Horace
lvfann School in the Bronx, New York, where
she is a/so the director of curriculum and pro.fissional deuelopment.

Global Age, 1450-1770: An Age of Revolutions, 1750-1914; A Half-Century of Crisis
and Achievement, 1900-1945; The World
Since 1945: Promises and Paradoxes. The
web sites offers documents and other teaching resources for Africa, East Asia, Europe,
Latin America, the Middle East and North
Africa, the Pacific Basin, and South Asia for
each of the chronological periods as appropriate. See http://chmn.gmu.edu/worldhistorysources/whmfinding.php

2. See Robert B. Bain and Tamara L. Shreiner,
"Issues and Options in Creating a National
A~sessment in World History," History Teacher
38:2 (February 2005),241-72.
3. For a discussion of "diffusionism" and the
reasons to see the study of World History from
a non-Western perspective, see J. M. Blaut,
The Colonizers Model of the \florid: Geographical Dijfosionism and Eurocentric History (New
York: The Guilford Press, 1993), Chapter 1.

agley Museum and Library and the Business History
erence jointly offer an annual prize for the best book in
business history, broadly defined. The next Hagley Prize will
be presented at the annual meeting of the Business History
Conference at the University of Georgia in Athens, Georgia,
March 25-27, 2010.

The prize committee encourages the submission of books from
all methodological perspectives. It is particularly interested in
innovative studies that have the potential to expand the boundaries
of the discipline. Scholars, publishers, and other interested parties
may submit nominations. Eligible books can have either an
American or an international focus. They must be written in
English and be published during the two years (2008 or 2009)
prior to the award.

Notes
1. Finding World History suggests a somewhat
more nuanced chronological framework for a
World History course: The Beginnings ofHuman Society; Early Civilization and Pastoral
Peoples, 4000-1000 BCE; Classical Traditions,
Religions & Empires, 1000 BCE-300CE: Expanding Zones of Exchange and Encounter,
3000-1000 CE; Intensified Hemispheric Interactions, 1500 CE; Emergence of the First

Four copies of a book must accompany a nomination and be
submitted to the prize coordinator: Carol Ressler Lockman, Hagley
Museum and Library, P.O. Box 3630, 298 Buck Road, Wilmington,
DE 19807-0630. The deadline for nominations is December 31,2009.
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College Board Websites re: All AP Subjects
1. AP Central (College Board) - All official news re: all AP subjects
2. AP Download Center - All reports relevant to Teachers, Students, Parents, any/all stakeholders
AP Data (current year) AP Archived Data (past years’)
3. AP Exams
4. AP Workshops & Summer Institutes
5. AP Reader Application
6. AP Credit Policy (which colleges accept which AP grades?)
7. AP Instructional Planning Report (IPR) (detailed statistical feedback re: students’ performance)
8. AP Coordinator’s Home Page
Coordinator’s Manual Services for Students w/ Disabilities (SSD)
9. AP for Higher Education - Info re: AP for Colleges/Universities
10. AP Course Ledger - List of all schools that offer AP Courses. (Searchable)

AP World History - Specific
11. AP World History (Updated 6/7/16 for 2016-17)
12. Course & Exam Description (CED)
13. Sample Questions
14. Rubrics for AP Histories, and Historical Thinking Skills
15. Historical Thinking Skills (HTS)
16. APWH Revisions FAQs
17. APWH Key Changes
18. APWH Validation Study

Videos re: New AP World History Course
19. Changes to AP World History Course Overview Video Modules for AP World History
20. Overview of 2017 Revisions Wonderful “video tutorials” of what’s coming in 2016-2017
21. AP Insight Possibly/Hopefully THE biggest “game changer” in teaching APWH.
22. AP Teacher Community (e-mail Discussion Group)
23. APWH Teacher’s Guide, Sharon Cohen, ed. Some info now outdated, but still GREAT
24. APWH Exam Page - Info re: 2012 Exam and later.
A. APWH exams, 2002-2011
B. Previous Exams’ Modified Essay Questions How previous years’ questions would be “retrofitted” for the
current course’s Key Concepts.

Bill Strickland
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25. Course Planning & Pacing Guides Examples of “how to put it all together” into a actual course! Excellent teachers
demonstrate how to integrate all the Learning Objectives, Key Concepts, Themes, Historical Thinking Skills, Materials,
Instructional Activities and Assessments, etc. There are tips on “Managing Breadth and Encouraging Depth,” along with
Essential Questions for each instructional unit, along with dozens of annotations from the author/teacher commenting on the
activities, assessments, school context, etc. that help one to interpret their Pacing Guide.

Pacing Guide #1: Erik Vincent, Dunwoody HS, Dunwoody, GA
Pacing Guide #2: Ryba Epstein, Rich East HS, Park Forest, IL
Pacing Guide #3: Sharon Cohen, Springbrook HS, Silver Spring, MD
Pacing Guide #4: Bram Hubbell, Friends Seminary, New York, NY
Pacing Guide #5: Anthony Arzate, Wilson HS, CA
Pacing Guide #6: Aaron Marsh, Vashon Island HS, WA
Pacing Guide #7: Robert Hallock & Kathryn Smoot, Sammamish HS, WA

AP Audit
26. AP Course Audit Homepage
27. AP Audit Resources Everything you need to prepare your syllabus for the Audit
A. Syllabus Development Tutorial
B. Curricular/Resource Requirements
C. Syllabus Development Guide (SDG)
D. Sample Syllabi Each Annotated with examples of how to meet the Audit requirements.
Bentley Stearns
Strayer
Bulliet
E. Syllabus Self-Evaluation Checklist To verify prior to submitting one’s syllabus

Textbooks (by Author)
Textbooks change frequently, so several of these links are (probably) already outdated.
I’d recommend a simple search for the textbook title & author as the most reliable way to find the current info.

28. Bentley & Ziegler, Traditions & Encounters, McGraw-Hill
29. Bentley, Ziegler, & Streets, Traditions & Encounters, Brief Edition
30. Bulliet, et al The Earth & Its Peoples, Cengage Pronunciation Guide
31. Christian, This Fleeting World, Berkshire
32. Dunn, Mitchell, Panorama, McGraw-Hill
33. Fernandez-Armesto, The World, Pearson
34. Lockard, Societies, Networks, and Transitions: A Global History, Cengage
35. Spodek, The World’s History, Pearson
36. Stearns, et al, World Civilizations, Pearson
37. Strayer, Ways of the World, 2nd Ed. Bedford, Freeman, & Worth

APWH Exam Review Books
38. AMSCO Preparing for the AP World History Exam
39. Cracking the AP World History Exam, Monty Armstrong, et al.
40. 5 Steps to a 5, AP World History, Peggy Martin
41. AP Achiever, World History, Bill Strickland (Note: I receive no $ benefit from sales.)
42. Barron’s AP World History, John McCannon
43. Crash Course - AP World History, Jay Harmon
44. Kaplan’s AP World History, Patrick Whelan & Jennifer Laden
Bill Strickland
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APWH Exam Review Website

45. Get a Five I have NOT seen (all of) these resources, but anything by Charlie Hart has my implicit endorsement. Cost = $50,
though “special pricing” available for schools wishing to purchase for whole schools

Books for World History Teachers
46. Historical Thinking Skills, A Workbook for AP World History, John Irish & Barbara Ozuna
47. Writing Through Time: Advanced FRQ and DBQ Essay-Writing Skills for AP World History,
Barbara Brun-Ozuna
48. Teaching World History in the 21st Century: A Resource Book, Note: While I am a contributor to this
publication, I receive no financial benefit from its sale.

49. World History: The Basics. Peter N. Stearns.
50. How Students Learn: History in the Classroom. Bob Bain, et al.
A. “They Thought the World was Flat?” lesson
51. History in the Making, and Not Written in Stone: Learning and Unlearning American History
Through 200 Years of Textbooks, Kyle Ward. Great sources for teaching historiography.
52. History Lessons: How Textbooks from Around the World Portray U.S. History, by Kyle Ward.

Teachers’ APWH Websites
53. Facebook AP World History Teacher’s Group. You’ll need to either apply for membership, of have a
current member add you to the group. Group Name = AP World History Teachers
54. Ben Freeman, “Freemanpedia”
AP Worldipedia
55. John Henderson History Haven
56. David Duez
57. Kara Macsuga Kara’s “Live Binders”
58. Angela Lee, Awesome Pinterest collection
Resources for AP World History Teachers
59. Resources for History Teachers
60. “Uncle” Jay Harmon
61. Bill Zeigler
62. Monica Bond-Lamberty
63. Sue Pojer, 200+ Powerpoints on (non-AP) World History

Professional Organizations for Teaching AP World History
64. International Big History Association
65. Bridging World History 26 great 30-minute videos
66. The Choices Program
67. Historical Thinking Matters (Sam Wineburg)
A. Great lesson on meta-thinking skills.
68. Internet History Sourcebook
69. National Center for History Education
70. National Center for History in the Schools
71. World History Association Note: There a link on the WHA’s page to Amazon.com All purchases made from
Amazon.com that “come from” the WHA’s site benefit the WHA. (and cost you nothing)

72. World History Connected
73. World History For Us All

Special issue for new APWH Teachers (2006)

Bill Strickland
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74. World History Matters
75. World History Network

Strickland’s AP World History Website
76. Schoology, Strickland’s APWH Course for Teachers to “Lurk” You’ll first have to create a (free) Schoology
account. The course “Access code” = 8394S-N8CJF. I’ll then need to “approve” you once you apply for “membership.”

Stanford History Education Group (SHEG)
Not specifically related to AP, but excellent resources for the teaching of any history. Most resources are
focused on U.S. History
77. Stanford History Education Group
A. YouTube Channel
B. Intro Materials
C. World History Lesson Plans
1. Cleopatra
6. Martin Luther
11. Invasion of Nanking
2. Augustus
7. Reign of Terror
12. Appeasement
3. Dark Ages
8. Factory Life
13. Nazi Propaganda
st
4. 1 Crusade
9. Battle of Adwa
14. India Partition
5. Black Death
10. Battle of the Somme
15. China’s Cultural Revolution
D.
U.S. History
Lessons teaching
71 stand-alone
lessons
E. Videos
of exemplary
Overview,

Sourcing,

Contextualization,

Corroboration

Videos
78. Crash Course - World History John Green. Not specifically AP, but definitely appealing to students.
1 Agricultural Revolution
2 Indus Valley Civ
3 Mesopotamia
4 Ancient Egypt
5 Persians & Greeks
6 Buddha & Ashoka
7 2,000 Years of Chinese History
8 Alexander the Great
9 Silk Road & Ancient Trade
10 Roman Empire, or Republic?
11 Christianity from Judaism to
Constantine
12 Fall of Roman Empire
13 Islam, Quran, & the 5 Pillars
14 The Dark Ages

15 The Crusades
16 Mansa Musa & Islam in Africa
17 Wait for it … The Mongols
18 International Commerce & Indian
Ocean
19 Venice & the Ottoman Empire
20 Russia, Kievan Rus, Mongols
21 Columbus, da Gama, & Zheng He
22 The Renaissance
23 The Columbian Exchange
24 Atlantic Slave Trade
25 Spanish Empire
26 Seven Years’ War
27 Captain Cook
28 Tea, Taxes, & the Am Revolution

Bill Strickland

29 French Revolution
30 Haitian Revolution
31 Latin American Revolutions
32 Coal, Steam, Ind. Revolution
33 Capitalism & Socialism
34 Samurai, Daimyo, Matthew Perry
35 Imperialism
36 Archdukes, Cynicism, WWI
37 Communists, Nationalists, China
38 World War II
39 US vs. USSR Fight! Cold War
40 Decolonization & Nat’lism
41 Globalization I - The Upside
42 Globalization II - Good or Bad?

bstrickl@egrps.org
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Crash Course 2: Home Page:
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213

Rethinking Civilization
Money & Debt
Disease!
War & Human Nature
War & Civilization
Climate Change, Chaos, and
the Little Ice Age
Humans and Energy
Drought and Famine
HOW World War I Started
WHO Started World War I
The End of Civilization (In the
Bronze Age)
The Rise of the West and
Historical Methodology
Asian Responses to
Imperialism

214 The Railroad Journey and the
Industrial Revolution
215 Population, Sustainability, and
Malthus
216 Islam and Politics
217 The Mughal Empire and
Historical Reputation
218 Luther and the Protestant
Reformation
219 Charles V and the Holy Roman
Empire
220 World War II, A War for
Resources
221 Congo and Africa’s World War
222 Water and Classical
Civilizations

223 Conflict in Israel and Palestine
224 The Vikings!
225 War and Nation Building in
Latin America
226 Iran’s Revolutions
227 Japan in the Heian Period and
Cultural History
228 Nonviolence and Peace
Movements
229 Capitalism and the Dutch East
India Company: Crash Course
World History
230 Democracy, Authoritarian
Capitalism, and China:

79. 1421: The Year China Discovered America, Menzies’ website, & maps of Zheng He’s (supposed) voyages.
80. The 50 Years War, Palestine/Israel.
81. Blood and Oil: The Middle East in World War I
82. China: A Century of Revolution
83. China Rises: Behind the Great Wall
84. Connections, James Burke
85. The Crusades, Terry Jones (of Monty Python)
86. Islam: Empire of Faith, PBS
87. To Live
88. Lost Civilizations, Time/Life
89. Millenium, CNN. 10 VHS-only
90. The Road to 9/11.
91. Story of the Weeping Camel, (Legend of the Weeping Camel)
92. Triumph of the Will
93. The World at War, BBC 5 dvd’s, 26 Hours
94. Where the Heck is Matt? Videos 2006 2008 2012

Cool Websites that I Don’t Know Where Else to Classify
95. Gapminder Amazing Software that can analyze current world demographics.
96. Poodwaddle World Clock. Real-time world demographics statistics
97. Barnga Simulation of cross-cultural interaction.

Bill Strickland
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“Who’s Who” of World History

When looking for resources, asking for advice, these are the people I trust completely. Anything they say
is bound to be good, solid advice. This list is far from complete, and I intend no slight toward the many
worthy names inadvertently omitted.

High School Teachers

College Faculty

Greg Ahlquist
Webster Thomas HS, NY
Monty Armstrong
Cerritos HS, CA
Vicki Bayless
Vero Beach HS, FL
Monica Bond-Lamberty
Northwood HS, MD
Barbara Brun-Ozuna
Paschal HS, TX
Mike Burns
Concordia Internat’l, Shanghai
Sharon Cohen
Springbrook HS, MD
Barb Coulter
Chillicothe HS, OH
Barth Derryberry
Bartram Trail HS, FL
Wendy Eagan
Walt Whitman HS, MD
Ryba Epstein
Rich East HS, IL
Jonathan Ferrante
Smithtown HS West, NY
Ben Freeman
Stone Bridge HS, VA
Michele Forman
Middlebury Union HS, VT
Dixie Grupe
Hickman HS, MO
Jay Harmon
Houston Christian HS., TX
Charlie Hart
(Charlie’s taught everywhere)
Jonathan Henderson
West Forsyth HS, GA
Bram Hubbell
Friends Seminary, NY
Connie Hudgeons
Albuquerque HS, NM
Deb Smith Johnston Concordia Intnat’l, Shanghai
Jen Laden
Fox Lane HS, NY
Angela Lee
Weston HS, MA
Ane Lintvedt
McDonough School, MD
Kara Macsuga
Suncoast Community HS, FL
Laurie Mannino
Col. Zadok Magruder HS, MD
John Maunu
Grosse Ile HS, MI, retired
Jenn Parm
Dr. Phillips HS, FL
Cherie Pinchem
Boston Latin HS, MA
Colin Ramsey
Lemon Bay HS, FL
Lenore Schneider
New Canaan HS, CT
Anda Lee Seat
Flower Mound HS, TX
Anton Striegl
Orange Co. School/Arts, CA
Erik Vincent Holy Innocents Episcopal, Georgia
Patrick Whelan St. Stephen’s Episcopal HS, FL
Chris Wolf
Bellermine College Prep, CA
Bill Zeigler
San Marcos HS, CA

Bob Bain
Univ. of Michigan
Craig Benjamin
Grand Valley State Univ., MI
Jerry Bentley
Univ. of Hawaii
Linda Black
Stephen F. Austin State Univ.
Richard Bulliet
Columbia Univ.
David Christian
Macquarie Univ. Australia
Alfred Crosby
Univ. of Texas
Philip Curtin
John Hopkins Univ.
Ken Curtis
Cal. State Univ.-Long Beach
Ross Dunn
San Diego State Univ.
Dean Ferguson
Texas A&M Univ.-Kingsville
Andre Gunder Frank
Univ. of Amsterdam
Marc Gilbert
Hawaii Pacific Univ.
Alan Karras
UC, Berkeley
Tim Keirn
Cal. State Univ.-Long Beach
Patrick Manning
Northeastern University
John McNeill
Georgetown Univ.
William McNeill
Univ. of Chicago
Laura Mitchell
UC, Irvine
Kenneth Pomeranz
UC, Irvine
Howard Spodek
Temple Univ.
Peter N. Stearns
George Mason Univ.
Merry Wiesner-Hanks
UW-Milwaukee
Anand Alan Yang
Univ. of Wash., Seattle
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AP World History – Statistics & Commentary
Overall Growth of AP (All Subjects)
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AP World History and the entire AP program have grown dramatically in recent years. The AP program
now constitutes a majority of the College Board’s income.
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AP World History Score Distribution
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Social Sciences

Histories

Chinese
French
German
Italian
Japanese
Latin
Spanish Lang
Spanish Lit

European History
U.S. History
World History

Govt. & Pol. - Comp.
Govt. & Pol. - US
Human Geography
Macroeconomics
Microeconomics
Psychology

Biology
Chemistry
Environ Science
Physics 1
Physics 2
Physics C E&M
Physics C Mech

Calculus AB
Calculus BC
Computer Science A
Statistics

English Lang
English Lit

Art History
Studio Art-Drawing
Studio Art 2-D
Studio Art 3-D
Music Theory

0%

World Languages
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Don’t let anyone tell you, “AP World is an ‘Easy’ AP course, because it’s mostly Sophomores.” All AP
courses (by definition) are the equivalent content of a college/university introductory course. Yes, some
college courses are “harder” or easier” than others, but there’s no evidence to suggest that World History
is any “easier” than any other AP exam, including the other AP Histories.
2015 AP Student Age Distributions, All Subjects
Does NOT include pre-9th, non-High School, or "Did Not Answer"
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Overall

Teachers, administrators, and parents often ask, “Can Sophomores handle the demands of an AP
course?” or “At what grade level should we schedule AP World History?” While these graphs can’t give
specific advice on this question, they can show that the overwhelming majority of APWH students are
Sophomores. Obviously age and maturity help students perform better.
AP World History Student Age Distribution

2004 AP World History Score Distribution by Grade Level
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AP World History National Mean Grade
5
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4.5

270
265

4
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2.66

2.62

3
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Mean Grade

# of Students (thousands)

240

1.5

84
60

1

64
48

30

0.5

34
21

0

0

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Redesign

Here’s a sobering reality. The reason why students’ overall score has dropped in the past several years is
because their Essay scores have plummeted over time. What’s the best/most effective way a teacher can
help students improve their students’ overall score? Essay writing, both knowledge and skills. Duh! But
that’s far easier said than done.
AP World History Growth vs. Essay Scores
How well are students writing as the # of students grows?
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Average Student Performance on APWH Exam
Multiple Choice vs. Essay Sections
60 "Composite Score" pts possible in each section,
but students earn most of their pts in MC section

MC Section

Essay

60
Nat'l
Avg
2.66

Composite Scores

50

21.9

MC Scores are fairly consistent. It's the Essay scores that make a big difference!
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Average Student Performance on APWH Exam
Multiple Choice vs. Essay Sections
50% of possible points in each section,
but most students earn most of their points in MC section
MC Section %

Essay Section %

MC Scores are fairly consistent. It's the Essay scores that make a big difference!
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Multiple Choice Section
2002 AP World History % Correct

2007 AP World History % Correct
What percent of students correctly answered each question?
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% Correct

Cumulative Average

This shows the percentage of students who answered each question on the 2002 AP World History
Exam correctly. (e.g. 90% of students in 2002 answered Question #9 correctly, while only 9% answered
Question #64 correctly).
The "Cliff" - 2002

The "Cliff" - 2007

Shows the % of questions #1-10 students answered correctly,
then the % of questions #11-20 answered correctly, etc.

Shows the % of questions #1-10 students answered correctly,
then the % of questions #11-20 answered correctly, etc.
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In 2002 students seemed to hit a “Cliff” around
Question #40, and lost at least some of their
mental focus for the rest of the exam. It is
important for students to have experience taking
a demanding exam (with ~70 AP-quality
questions) that forces them to keep concentrating for a solid hour.
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49

52

55

58

61

64

By 2007, students were significantly better prepared for the MC section. Not only did they
perform better overall on the (50.2% in 2002 vs.
57.7% in 2007) their “mental stamina”
persevered through the multiple choice section,
as evidenced in the “2nd Effort” stage above.
Note: most recent data shows students’ average
has further improved to 65%.
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Combination of Multiple Choice Section and Essay Section
2015 Combination of APWH Multiple Choice & Essay Scores
"If I get x% right on one section, what score on the other section would I need to get a 5? a 4?"
Note: The precise boundaries between each score change slightly each year.
This graph is intended only as an approximate guide.

27

Combined Essay Scores
(EBQ + CCOT + Comparative)

24

21

AP Score = 5
18

AP Score = 4
15

AP Score = 3
12

AP Score = 2
9

AP Score = 1

6

3

0
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

% of Multiple Choice Questions Answered Correctly

Students often ask, “I got x% of the multiple choice questions correct on the semester exam. What AP
score would that get me?” This graph (together with the “Bell Curve” graph on the next page) is
designed to answer that question as nearly as possible. Note: the “cutoff” levels are adjusted slightly
each year by ETS and the Chief Reader. We only have data for 2002 and 2007.
Students often over-generalize their own performance, either thinking that doing well on one half of the
exam guarantees them a high score, or that doing poorly on one half ruins their chances. This graph is
designed to dispel both of these misconceptions. A hypothetical student who answered 100% of the
multiple choice questions correctly and then walked out of the exam would score a (very high) ‘3.’ Same
with a student who didn’t answer any multiple choice questions correctly, but wrote three perfect 9-point
essays. Note: the lines for this graph are accurate for 2002 and 2007 only. The levels are adjusted
slightly by the Chief Reader and ETS each year.1 Note: Each year that passes without an exam (and its
complete statistical information, not just the MC & Essay questions) makes this chart increasingly
inaccurate and obsolete.

1

See https://apscore.collegeboard.org/scores/about-ap-scores for a brief description of the Scoring Process.
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Students often ask, “I got x% of the multiple choice questions correct on the semester exam. What Final
Score would that get me?” Note: there is no absolute answer, only a probability.

2007 AP World History "Bell Curve"
Correlation Between M/C Score and Final Score
If I get x% correct on the multiple choice section, what final score will I likely earn?
40%

Proportion of Students

30%

50%

60%

70%

3
Avg = 62%
(10% better)

2
Avg = 50%
(9% better)

4

80%

5

Avg = 73%
Avg = 84%
(7% better)
(7% better)

1
Avg = 35% correct
on M/C Section
(6% better than 2002)

0-30%

31-45%

46-58%

59-73%

74-87%

> 87%

% of M/C Questions Answered Correctly
Note: Graph Reflects new "No -1/4 pt penalty" MC Scoring Method
The 2007 national average score on the multiple choice section of the exam was approximately 58%. In the
center of the “Bell Curve” graph you’ll see a vertical line labeled “60%.” Students who answered 60% of the
multiple choice section questions correctly were most likely to earn a ‘3,’ but some who wrote better essays
earned a ‘4,’ while those with weaker essays earned a ‘2.’ Note: a small percentage of students earned a ‘5’
or ‘1.’
Obviously the higher one’s multiple choice section score, the farther right on the graph and the higher the
likely Final Score. It is important to note though, that it is possible for a student to score 70% on the multiple
choice section and earn a final score of ‘3,’ while another student might score only 50% on the multiple
choice section and earn a final score of ‘5.’ The lesson is that there are NO GUARANTEES! It is POSSIBLE
(though not likely) to answer 30% of the multiple choice questions correctly and still earn a ‘3,’ but only by
writing outstanding essays. It is also POSSIBLE to answer 70% of the multiple choice questions correctly
and still earn a ‘3,’ but only by writing poor essays. Teachers: use this chart to impress the importance of
well-roundedness on your students. They can’t be good at only one part of the exam!
The most encouraging fact from this graph is that students’ 2007 multiple choice scores were 7.5% better
than 2002. (and another 7% better by 2014, though that statistic is not displayed in this graph) The author’s
hunch is that much of this improvement is due to the fact that teachers are more frequently using AP-level
multiple choice questions now than in the first year of the course.
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2015 AP World History Composite Scores
Note: The cutoffs between each score apply to the 2015 APWH only.
These levels change slightly each year according to
the specific characteristics of that year's test results.
120

Multiple Choice Section

DBQ

CCOT

Comparative
Comp
9

110

Note: Each Essay point is worth the same
as 2.59 Multiple Choice questions.
(It pays to be a good writer!)

100
90

CCOT
9

"5" Minimum Score = 85

Comp 5

80
"4" Minimum Score = 74

Comp 4

70
60

"3" Minimum Score = 57

Comp 3
CCOT 4

50
Comp 1
40

"2" Min Score = 38

Comp 2
30

CCOT 4
DBQ 6

CCOT 3
CCOT 5

DBQ 3

DBQ 5

DBQ 5
DBQ 5

DBQ 3

CCOT 1

DBQ 2

20
10

CCOT 2

Comp 2

Comp 4

30 MC ?s
Correct
(43%)

40 MC ?s
Correct
(50%)

DBQ
9

CCOT 5

45 MC ?s
Correct
(64%)

40 MC ?s
Correct
(57%)

55 MC ?s
Correct
(79%)

55 MC ?s
Correct
(79%)

Student E
Middle 3
Score=65

Student F
Low 4
Score=76

70 MC ?s
Correct
(100%)

60 MC ?s
Correct
(86%)

0

Student A
High 1
Score=37

Student B
Middle 2
Score=48

Student C
Middle 3
Score=65

Student D
Middle 3
Score=65

Student G
Low 5
Score=87

Perfect
Score=120

There is an official score computation worksheet in the AP World History Released Exams, but most
students and teachers do not have a clear understanding of how the multiple choice and essay section
scores factor into the final score.
Student A: This student correctly answered only 30 out of 70 multiple choice questions, and incorrectly
answered 45 questions. In addition, this student earned only 5 points on their three essays.2 Student
A’s Composite Score was 37, just shy of the Composite Score of 38 needed for a Final Score of ‘2’.
This is basically a hypothetical example of “as good as one could do on the Exam and still earn a
Final Score of 1.”
Student B: This student did a better on the multiple choice section (40 correct, 30 incorrect) and wrote
slightly better essays. Their Composite Score was 48, squarely in the middle of the ‘2’ range.
Students C, D, & E: I structured three hypothetical students together to highlight a few principles: All
three of these students score the same Final Score (‘3’) and identical Composite Scores (65). The
point is that Student C is a well-rounded student, evenly able in both sections. Student D is the
student who does poorly on the multiple choice section, but is a better writer than his/her multiple
choice section score would predict. Student E is a gifted multiple choice question answerer, but is
weak on the writing portion of the exam.
Students F & G: These students illustrate what is necessary to earn a ‘4’ and ‘5’.
Perfect: Just in case students start to complain, I remind them that someone who answered all multiple
choice and essays perfectly would earn a Composite Score of 120.
2

It doesn’t matter which essay earned which score. A point on any essay (DBQ, CCOT, or C&C) is worth the same as a
point on any other essay.
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Essay Scores
Mean Scores on AP World History Essays
DBQ
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Reminder: Each Essay Point is worth 2.59 Multiple Choice Questions
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Explaining the variability of essay scores is difficult at best. There are several factors that color any
interpretation of the evolution of students’ Essay writing:
1. The Essay Rubrics have changed. (e.g. the CCOT and Comparative questions added an
“Analysis” category to the Core Rubric beginning in 2006)
2. The definition of identical Rubric categories have become more demanding.
a. In 2002 an “acceptable” Thesis could be ‘split’ into two non-contiguous sentences, while
“split” Theses were not accepted beginning in 2004.
b. In 2006 an inadvertent “loophole” in the DBQ rubric that allowed students to ignore one
document and misinterpret a second document was closed.
3. Some essay topics are inherently more difficult. (e.g. the 2007 CCOT and 2008 Comparative)
4. As the student population has grown, students’ writing ability has decreased.
5. Some teachers prepare their students better than other teachers. The 2004 Comparative topic
(WWI outside of Europe) was not a difficult question conceptually. The author’s opinion is that
too many teachers simply didn’t teach the global nature of the war.
Other relevant factors such as students’ socio-economic status, background preparation and motivation
also obviously play a large role. Students whose teachers have better training (e.g. Global history
courses in college, professional development by attending AP Workshops, Summer Institutes, or “the
Reading”) typically outperform students whose teachers do not enjoy such advantages.
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2002 AP World History Essay Scores Distribution
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Note the trend from DBQ through CCOT to Comparative. The average essay scores drop, and the
frequency of “No Response” essays increases. Students might lose track of time during the exam, or
become tired and less willing/able to write a quality essay as they struggle through the two hour of the
writing portion. What does this mean for AP Teachers? We have to train our students to write essays
under realistic testing conditions. (10 min to read the essay prompts and begin planning their essays,
then ~40 min per essay)
Just as students’ performance on the multiple choice section of the exam is encouraging, their
performance on the essay writing section leaves much room for improvement.

Final Words
Teachers, get some professional development. The best places to start are:
AP World History Home Page – THE official website with all APWH news.
2. APWH Course & Exam Description – Revised for 2016-17.
3. AP Workshops & Summer Institutes - the best way to learn “how to teach this course.” (and
you get paid, too!)
4. AP Reader Application - Learn how the essays are graded which will give you the “flip side” of
how to teach the course!
5. AP World History Teachers’ Facebook Group: Connect with 2,500+ other APWH Teachers!
1.
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Syllabi Audit Rejections
Most Common Reasons AP World History Syllabi are Rejected
Audit Category

Freq.

#15

(Synthesis)
The course provides opportunities for students to recognize how the study of
history has been shaped by the findings and methods of other disciplines
such as anthropology, archaeology, visual arts, literature, economics,
geography and political science.

70%

#11

(Periodization)
The course provides opportunities for students to examine diverse models of
periodization constructed by historians.

60%

#7

(Interpretation).
The course provides opportunities for students to identify and evaluate
diverse historical interpretations

54%

#8

(Appropriate use of historical evidence).
The course provides opportunities for students to analyze evidence about the
past from diverse sources, including written documents, maps, images,
quantitative data (charts, graphs, tables), works of art, and other types of
sources

42%
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